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A collection of rhythmical ambient instrumentals that will make you hum and furrow transporting you to

the promising landscapes of your imagination. 12 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Ambient, JAZZ: Unruffled

Jazz Drifters Songs Details: A. C. Astute is Adam C. Astute a composer, writer, performer, and instructor.

He's an all around kind of guy. Adam first experimented with music when he was very young learning

through various instruments which could be found in the house, but he always found an interest most of

all in drums and electronic music. And, as Adam grew he began to concentrate on writing and worked on

various projects with his brother, Eric, in college and university music studios. After graduating with his

Bachelor's Degree in English and a Master's Degree in Interdisciplinary Studies Adam once again turned

to music to express his ideas in music compositions. Now, years later Adam has created a studio and

collected various percussion instruments which he uses to explore various musical styles. Adam can also

be found teaching at various community colleges in Southern California. When not teaching, Adam can

be found working on any number of projects. His styles range from world-beat to electronica, ambient to

neo-clasical. All his compositions carry a sense of freedom and expression in the positive ideas of

humanity, from mysterious to the exciting. While Adam has produced several CDs under his Blue Hush

label, Drifters is his first world-wide debut. Please explore more about Adam C. Astute at bluehush.com.

Drifters has been played on radio programs such as WTUL's Phoenix Flight and KFAI's Wind and Wire.

Praise for Drifters: "I was fortunate to purchase a copy of your latest CD. I must admit your music is

extremely inspiring, very relaxing indeed." --Kevin Gregory (Music Fan) "'I am traveling along an ocean

highway--smiling.' The music creates this image within my daydreams; positive, uplifting music--rhythms

to instill movement with one's life. Rhythm is so much a part of our essence--it is refreshing to listen to

music that brings rhythm alongside our innate life rhythms. Enjoy your travels along the ocean." --A Music
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Fan Review "Well, I guess I'm a Drifter too, because the album got my interest and YES, it has found a

home at Phoenix Flight." --Host Christopher W. Alpromising "Musically, the album is well-done

(engineering is solid and the mix is particularly well-developed on some tracks) and I found myself liking

the album the more I played it . . . Drifters does display that Adam Astute is a keyboard player to keep an

eye (and ear) on. He has a knack with a variety of electronic and sampled percussion and his keyboard

work is a pleasing blend of flowing melodic music with some ambient and quasi-new age textures as well

. . . Drifters earns a recommendation from me." --Bill Binkelman, "Wind and Wire" internet magazine "As

for the music, it's absolutely marvelous. I have a track playing in the latest show at my internet station

(radiononbiri.com) and will be featuring a track this Saturday on my FM station." --Jeff, host of

radiononbiri on Live 365 internet radio and on LOVE FM in Japan They have become Drifters Become a

Drifter too!
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